Leading Pain Treatment, Airrosti, is Expanding Amidst Rapid Growth

Airrosti has expanded to a new national headquarters and plans to open dozens of new treatment centers in 2019

SAN ANTONIO (PRWEB) May 28, 2019 -- Airrosti has quickly become the nation’s go to treatment plan for people experiencing chronic and acute pain from soft tissue injuries. Their approach focuses on diagnosing the root cause of pain, then employing specific manual therapy and rehab exercises to correct and prevent future injuries. This yields quick results with many patients experiencing relief in an average of three visits according to patient-reported outcomes. Ultimately, 99.6% of past and present patients have stated they would recommend Airrosti to family, friends, and colleagues.

These positive results have led to rapid and substantial growth for Airrosti, which originally opened in 2004 with one employee. Today, Airrosti has 210 locations throughout the United States with just under 700 employees. This includes providers and support staff who served 138,380 patients in 2018.

To meet this growing demand, Airrosti is opening a new national headquarters in San Antonio, Texas. The 44,000 square-foot facility will house additional treatment space, a training site for new employees, and corporate offices. This campus also houses teams focused on supporting all Airrosti Providers across the U.S., including marketing, billing, scheduling, and finance.

In 2019, Airrosti plans to add an additional 50 providers nationwide. All Airrosti Certified Providers are chiropractors or physical therapists who have been specially trained to assess the root cause of patient symptoms, and then address them. Their detailed evaluation and individually prescribed rehab exercises are key to patient success. For many, this type of therapy has improved health and deterred potential surgeries, motivating national insurance carriers to customize contracts designed to make Airrosti more accessible to patients.

“We’re thrilled that we are experiencing expansive growth based on our mission to get people out of pain,” said Dr. Jason Garrett of Airrosti. “We all want to be healthy and live pain-free lives. People are seeing that Airrosti delivers that while also reducing healthcare costs. It’s a great impact that we are able to deliver every day.”

About Airrosti:
Airrosti, headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, has more than 200 locations across Texas, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and Washington. Airrosti Providers are experts at accurately diagnosing your injury and treating it directly at the source, safely and effectively. Their quality care approach means they spend significant one-on-one time with every patient, one full hour every visit, to accurately assess or determine and resolve the source of your pain. Airrosti Providers educate you and give you guidance you can use at home to speed your recovery. Their targeted approach leads to rapid recoveries and lasting results while helping most patients avoid the high costs of imaging, pharmaceuticals, and even surgical procedures. Most patients report significant improvement after only one visit, with injury resolution in an average of just three visits.

For more information, visit www.Airrosti.com.
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